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Introduction
All of Muslims must be consume and use halal foods. Now days 

many food products of different trademarks are found in Iraqi market 
for using which the real content of these material not known. So, that 
halal verification is need. Different kind of non-halal components 
may be found just like pig derivative: pork, lard and gelatin.One of the 
easiest ways to determine these contents by using a qualitative method 
depends on immune assay which find a specific marker present or absent 
in products [1]. For Muslimsconsumption, knowing the content of raw 
materials andprocess of production is essential in Syari’ah law stating 
that any Muslim must consume only the halal and healthy products. 
From that pointit is necessarybecause many consumer products are 
imported from places (nation) which do not depends on the restriction 
of Halal preparation according to Islamic syari’ah law. There are 
different approaches in order to determine and qualify thepresence of 
non- halal derivative food products. One of them is by detecting the 
ratios between some chemical constituents and assuming that these 
ratios are constant food productsand any addition in foodproducts will 
change these ratios.Always this method is depending on a set number 
of analyses and the use of chemo metrics. But other approach, is by 
using analytical methods derived from physical analysis by using the 
whole samples to show the presence of small particles effects on the 
physic-chemical properties [2]. The analytical methods used for the 
determining of oils and fats particles including lard are based on the 
differences in the nature and the composition of the minor and major 
components of these particlesand those of the unadulterated oils or fats. 
These methods usually depend on their physical-chemical constants 
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orbased on chemical and biological measurements [3]. On the other 
hand, another method depends on found a specific marker in food 
content, either chemical constituents or morphological components, 
which proves the presence of the pig derivatives in food products [4].

Material and Methods 
Thirty-five sample were collected for different trademark and 

different meat product found in Iraqi market in Baghdad for two 
months. All of them were tested to the presence of pork pig derivative 
in their component.This test depends on immune-chromatographic 
assay in which target antigen bound to specific antibody immobilized 
to colored micro particles, then antibody-antigen complex moved 
towards the result line where bind to second antibody labeled with 
enzyme to give colored which indicate positive result [5].

Test Procedure

• Put test strip at room temperature before use

• Gridding the sample very well and adding to warm distill water 
1:5 in order to have a homogenize sample solution.

• Open the strip carefully.

• Put the strip in sample solution for 5 -10 second.

• Wait for 15 minutes to check the results.

Interpretation of the Results

• When two color line appeared that give indication for positive result
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• But when only one-color line appear this give indication for 
negative result.

Results and Discussions
The results of the 35 tested samples showed that all samples were 

collected for different trade mark and from different places area in 
Baghdad, Iraq it is free of pork pig derivative, which is imported from 
different countries in Middle east or from Europe, but this result did 
not mean these foods product are halal because it may contain other 
derivative.Rapid Immunochromatographic test consider as an easy, 
rapid,sensitive and selective method for detection of pork derivative 
in food products.

On the other hand, chemical analysis plays an important role in 
verification and to authenticate the halal products, butthe chemical 
analytical method does not cover all non halal matters. It should be 
developinga new analytical techniquewith the increasing complexity of 
the consumer products [6]. Based on chemical characteristics of foods, 
drugs and cosmetic which consider most important three categories 
for consumption can be tested using a chemical analysis method, 
these methods are basically depends on qualitative not quantitative 
because haram and halal status depends on kind of matter rather than 
quantity. There are several problems faced the chemical analytical 
methods one of them is that foods products are generally mixed with 
other materials have similar chemical properties, for example lard is 
mixed with fat from plant origin so, that it is difficult to identify the 
target compound, on the other hand haram products may contaminate 
with other materials during processes or testing that will give a false 
negative results so, that detection methods used must be selective and 
sensitive[6].

This paper will not present detail of the chemical analysis as it has 
been fully described by the author in for analysis of pig derivatives in 
food and by same author in for lard analysis in food products [7,8].
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy FTIR Spectroscopy was 
reported in to give accurate and reliable results with a 3% detection 
limit for analysis of lard in the mixture with other animal fats [9]. FTIR 
spectroscopy was also developed for quantitative analysis of lard in 
some food products such as chocolate, cake and meatball formulations 
[10]. In addition, this method is simple to perform and offer rapid 
result. The use of chromatographic-based techniques for analysis 
of non-halal items can be found in [7]. Meanwhile, the differential 
scanning calorimetry is one of the thermal analytical methods used 

to characterize the thermal properties of non-halal items [8]. DNA-
based technology is an important approach for species identification. 
It is understandable because DNA is relatively stable during and after 
process of production. Every species has its own specific character 
different from the other. However, this is difficult to apply in 
itsderivatives, especially when further reactions occur.

Conclusion
Determination of pig derivative in consumption food products 

consume by Muslims peoples isnecessary obligate and there are many 
methods can be use but some of them need to be in the laboratory and 
some laboratory equipment must be available.So, that this method uses 
in this paper consider to be easiest, fast and non-expensive method can 
any one use it for detection pig derivative in meat product that can 
be use in our food. This method considers to be a qualitative method 
determine specific antigen in food, the important of this research and 
other research concern with the same purpose to ensure the halal of 
some food products even in Arabic or Islamic country or in European 
and American country.
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